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About This Game

The world is full of little worlds. Whether they be the tiny world inside a young child's head, or the virtual world created on the
pc of some poor sap's basement. Join Sakura and Crit as they explore the latter: the virtual video game world that can only be

explored by the bravest of explorers, or at least by those with the best hand eye coordination.

Sakura and Crit: The Mock game is just that. A mock rpg action adventure created by the two main characters in the story. They
are both fans of the genre so you can expect features such as the ones you're about to read down below.

Features

Action Battle System (ABS)
Alternate between attacking and blocking all in real time directly in the dungeon! Make Link proud.

Auto Pick-ups
From health items to money, all you have to do is walk over them to pick them up!

Single-Use and Reusable Save System
In between levels you'll be able to save as many times as you like in the hub world, but down in the levels choose which saves to

use carefully, for if you come across one, you can only use it once.

Hidden Secrets and Alternate Ending
Its not a proper action adventure without secrets is it?
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Title: Sakura and Crit: The Mock Game
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Critoniuum
Publisher:
Dd Games
Release Date: 10 Aug, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft Windows 7/8/10 (32bit/64bit)

Processor: Intel Core2 Duo or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9/OpenGL 4.1 capable GPU

Storage: 300 MB available space

Additional Notes: It may help to turn off any background programs.

English
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This game is the perfect game to relax and enjoy yourself! Easy to play yet challenging at the same time! Good old beat them
up! Soundtrack will get you hype! Added bonus, very easy on the PC!. Beautiful atmospheric game, graphicwise, but the
gameplay solely consists of hunting hidden objects, sigils, which can be found by looking all over the map from certain
viewpoints and angles.
Sometimes these sigils are only visible while you're moving. Stop and they're gone.
This makes for a very frustrating hunt for these sigils.
Thank god for the handy guide with screenshots someone posted for this game:
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=737234199

The game is short, it took me 2 hours using the guide. I don't think I would've finished the game without it. The hunt for these
hidden objects is just too frustrating to enjoy.

I got the game at a 50% discount for 4,99 euro during the 2016 winter sale. That's a fair price for such a short game, wouldn't
have bought it otherwise.
. Great game
. Excellent VR game that plays a bit like Clash Royale. You gain points over time and drop units to whichever side of the
battlefield you want them to be on. You can then later move individual units around the battlefield to prioritize important targets
like turrets or enemy armor. You always have waves of infantry spawning and running down preset lanes.

There are a variety of strategies and counters that you can choose from as you play against the AI or other players. Drop troop
transports to start spawning extra waves of infantry; deploy artillery to take out enemy units from afar, and control the
battlefield with air superiority. The game is relatively easy to pick up and learn, and over time you'll start discovering ideal unit
synergies and map choke points to help secure victory.

Had a lot of fun with this game, it's absolutely more engaging then a tower defense game, without being too heavy in the RTS
elements to make it a chore to play. Looking forward to seeing how this game evolves through Early Access.. Excellent unit
addition in this DLC. HMS Victory and USS Constitution are my faves!. The game is as thrashy as the trailer shows. So much
sh*t that doesn't add up it's actually interesting. I'd recommend it if it were 1~2$.. One of the greatest missed platformers of all
time! Music is fantastic, Acting is great. Wish more people would of gotten it long ago to make this a longer running franchise..
This Game Has No Statanic Rituals, That's For Sure
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Yeah, worth the money. I typically pay a dollar for every hour I intend to get out of a game and this game has done more than
well enough in terms of value.

I kinda spent a little bit more on the game due to the Kickstarter, but even then...

The game is super enjoyable, I highly recommend it. Devs are willing to listen to the community, and even fully support the
people modding the game. They were willing to let the community decide on the next implemented feature as well, which is a
pretty damn cool thing of them to do.

I also want to point out that there is a demo, playable from Kongregate, Armorgames, probably a few others, and a
downloadable one on steam. Might as well try it out.

I have hours on the other platforms, and this makes it so that my hours actually total to be over 100. Not quite as impressive as
some of the others, but I still have not finished everything I have wanted to yet. So plenty to do (even if you are just playing the
demo even)!

TL;DR: Recommend, lots of content, demo to make sure you like the game, responsive devs, modding community, controller
support, and achievements for you achievement junkies out there.. terrible controls couldve been a good game!!!. Unforseen
Incidents is a point and click adventure game with a somewhat gruesome story about the spreading of a deadly virus. The story
develops in a nicely way but for a few moments where you are somewhat lost in direction.
The game is sound technically, except for a few graphical glitches that I have experienced. Nothing that I can tell a game
breaking bug. There is a few second delay between each room that may detract from your experience - in my case it was like 2
or 3 seconds only.
The style of the art is different, and I like it to be different, but it has some shortcommings. There are three women in the game
that look too similar to me. The animation of the walks is a hit or miss with the main protagonist being a miss for me whenever
he walks in the depth direction.
The puzzles are OK, being most of them of the type you expect from games that try to be realistic. Not all of them are, though.
You do have the usual inventory driven puzzles, the dialog tree puzzles and the ocasional journal puzzles. Puzzles are usually
foretold in advance and most of them are straightforward to resolve. There are two ocassions where you need to type in using
your own keyboard, so let me tell you this game will not work without a keyboard.
There is this one time the game tries to become something different, a stealth puzzle, and it fails. Thankfully that is only for a
brief moment of around 10 seconds but it still is a negative point.
I did not like the inventory system much as you get too many items. Drag and drop from the top bar was not enjoyable even in
the case where you had the two level inventory, e.g. the multitool sits on top and another inventory pops up with each of the
tools. There is this highlight button that helps you identifying the hotspots, something that has become common these days.
Voice acting, at least the german ones, were nice to hear. There is a single voice for which the volume is not set correctly, but
that only happens near the end of the game. Dialogues tried to by funny at times thus setting the tone in a not as dire as other
games like Dead Synchronocity.
At the end of day, I enjoyed the game and I recommend any point and click adventurer to try it.. I just saw this game on Steam
for $10 and thought "hey, I love VR archery, and these are the same guys that made the Selfie Tennis game that everyone
loved!" So, I picked it up and played all of the different modes.

You've got a few different archery games to choose from. Archery cooking, archery ice cream stand, archery newspaper
delivery, rooftop target archery, and factory worker archery (I think that's all of them). Considering that this game is in early
access and that it's only $10, that's not a bad selection! I personally like newspaper delivery archery, which even contains
minigames within itself.

The bow mechanics feel very good. It has "true" 2-handed archery (you aim with both hands, not just the front hand), and the
rumble makes pulling the string very satisfying. There are leaderboards for each mode, so you can shoot for the high score of
your favorite mode(s)!

Being a huge fan of VR archery, I'd say that this game was worth it for me. With more content supposedly on the way for a
game that isn't even very expensive, there isn't much to complain about!. I had fun with Trials of the Blood Dragon.
If you like the Trials Games and liked the Humor of Blood Dragon this might be for you.
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But be carefull, this is not motorcycle only, it switches up to Jetpackflying and Jump ´n Run parts.
Also don´t buy this game for full price if it´s the only one you can afford this month.
You will play through it very fast.. Acceptable amount of content for the price. The variety in piece counts is especially
welcome. Is better in than the classic Turbo Pug in every way. Still not a game i would have bought if it was not in a bundle..
Amazing game.. I haven't played it, but it is probably the gayest looking game I own(besides braid) and a clear indication that I
should show more willpower when it comes to Steam deals.

New Version 1.7 update!!!:
As of today, there is a brand new update live for The Mock Game. While we will continue to monitor the game for any
problems, we are confident that this is the final large update the game will have (smaller updates may continue). Please enjoy all
the enhanced and brand NEW features!

Changes summary:
-fixed numerous grammatical errors
-changed low health alarm to something less loud
-enhanced some of the sprite work
-no more stagger mechanic, zombies fight just like ordinary enemies
-re-balanced difficulty to be slightly more forgiving for new players
-altered/changed/simplified many of the tutorial dialogues

New content:
-1 Brand New Level

As always, we hope you enjoy the game, and will be available if you encounter any problems with the new build.. Update
version 1.5:
I've gotten a few questions about the combat. So I've updated the explanation in Level 3 (and 4 if you chose to try that level
before 3) so that it's easier to understand how to fight. It's definitely no fun when you die over and over again, so I hope the new
combat explanation is sufficient.

In addition to that, I've added in a handy health alarm to let you know when your health is getting close to death. This way, you'll
know when to heal or avoid fighting better than from memory of how many times you've been hit.

As always I hope you enjoy the game!!! Here's a summary of changes:

-updated combat explanation tutorial
-altered Hynt's tip on combat to further help with previous issue
-added in health alarm to sound when health is below a certain amount.
-added quick explanation for navigating the shopping menu.

EDIT: The combat billboard at the beginning of Level 3 can be read at any time, so for those of you who have played past that
event, do not worry. You can go back and read what it says any time.

Also, a few people had questions about the shopping menu mechanics. So an explanation for that was added in Level 2 as well.
Its all about selecting categories before you buy the items and then using 'esc' or 'num0' to back out to category select and then
hiting either of those buttons again to quit shopping.. System Requirements Update:
The Minimum system requirements have been updated and specified on the store page.. Free Demo Now Available to try
out!!:
The originaly unreleased free demo of Sakura and Crit: The Mock Game is now available to the public!! Follow along Sakura
and Crit as they test out their demo BEFORE they dived into the full game.

EDIT: If you have already purchased the game but want to try the demo for whatever reason, know that the demo is playable
through the main game, if you beat it through the alternate ending.
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